Cocaine administration prior to reactivation facilitates later acquisition of an avoidance response in rats.
The effect of cocaine administered prior to memory reactivation on the subsequent acquisition of an avoidance response was investigated. Two noncontingent footshocks were administered to rats in the black compartment of a one-way avoidance chamber. Twenty-four hours later, cocaine or saline was administered 5 min prior to a 30-s reactivation treatment consisting of re-exposure to selected stimuli present during the initial conditioning. Subjects were trained 24 h later to move from the chamber's black compartment to its white compartment in order to avoid a footshock. Intermediate (5.0 or 7.5 mg/kg IP), but not low (3.3 mg/kg IP) or high (11.25 or 16.88 mg/kg IP), doses of cocaine given prior to the reactivation treatment enhanced later acquisition of the one-way avoidance response. These results suggest that cocaine administered prior to the reintroduction of cues associated with a conditioning episode can modulate memory processes, and that the dose-response function for this effect is U-shaped. The avoidance performance of rats that received cocaine (5.0 mg/kg IP) 3 h after the reactivation treatment did not differ from that of saline-treated control subjects, suggesting that the conjoint neural activity elicited by cocaine and exogenous retrieval cues is necessary for potentiation of memory retrieval or reconstruction processes.